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Why Omnitech

With increasing competition, rising internal pressures and new
industry initiatives such as Single Euro Payments Area (SEPA),
financial institutions need to seek out a holistic and highly
sophisticated processing solutions that would allow them to
achieve higher Straight-Through-Processing (STP) rates,
real-time visibility and increased efficiency from payment
initiation through to back-end processing.

True payments leadership requires not only improving your
internal efficiency but also finding cost-effective, competitive
ways to reduce fee erosion, deliver innovative and fast services,
and improve customer loyalty. Omnitech InfoSolutions helps you
excel in all of these areas.

By consolidating and streamlining various payments processing
into a single, central platform; financial institutions are able to
optimize payments and cash flow management, achieve higher
levels of STP, enjoy real-time visibility of financial transactions
and reduce costs.

RTGS STP
(Real Time Gross Settlement – Straight Through Processing)
RTGS System is a payment platform where instructions between
banks are processed and settled individually and continuously
through the day in real time.

Some of the key differentiators which make us best among others
and give our customers a competitive edge are:
Expertise in Straight Through Processing (STP)
Increased end-to-end enterprise-wide transparency
Standards for compliance
Allows financial institutions to offer a "Single Window" to its
payments customers
Optimised unit transaction costs and customer catisfaction by
choosing the appropriate clearing venue
Enhanced cervice for corporate customers guaranteeing
customer satisfaction, lower risk and reduced cost
Reduced operational & transactional cost

Straight Through Processing (STP) for RTGS allows for the
payment instructions and transactions to be keyed in only once
and processed until settlement.

Robust & scalable with established expertise in RTGS / NDS

The two major factors that would instigate banks to do this are:

World class Network Operations Centres (NOC) and 24x7x365
support

To enhance the delivery cycle by creating a straight through
process from the branch banking solution to the head office
and into the RBI RTGS solution.
To speed up processing, create a robust, integrated and
scalable solution.

Service Offerings
Our wide range of Payments Hub and Straight Through Processing Services guarantees best fit operational and executional
plans for innate business needs coupled with enhanced service
levels, effective response rates, round the clock availability,
scalability and reliability.

Expertise and competency in IBM WebSphere suite
(WAS, MQ, etc)

Consulting

S e r v i ce O ffe r i n g s

Maintenance

Project
Management

Implementation

Education &
Training

At Omnitech, we bring together rich domain knowledge and strategic business
consulting skills to our customers from "Engagement to Partnership" in a business
climate characterized by rising customer expectations and increasing business costs.

Our Hallmarks of Distinction

The 4P’s of Excellence

Omnitech distinguishes itself with a lifetime’s commitment to
quality and strong focus on customer-needs from other global
service providers. Omnitech strongly believes that people,
systems, processes and vendors are all an integral part of its
endeavor to serve its customers better. Hence, the company
invests heavily in knowledge, technology, resources and improved
people skills. Highly efficient work environment with ISO
9001:2008 certified processes, usage of leading process management tools like Rational Product Suite, Microsoft Project Manager,
including a proprietary Web Based Problem Reporting and
Tracking Tool are some of the key differentiators which gives
Omnitech a distinctive edge. In addition, Omnitech lays equal
emphasis on providing quality solutions that are devised to
improve functioning and increase productivity thereby enabling
its customers to focus on their core businesses.

Omnitech benchmarks itself to strengthen its long term relationships with existing and new business partners. Some of the factors
that make Omnitech a preferred choice among top notch global
services providers are:

P ioneers with unmatched capabilities in managed DR
centres, network operating centres (NOC) across India

P roprietary APDIMA methodology with flexible framework driven by best practices

P liable approach and customized services/solutions
geared to meet needs of every client

P roven reputation for unmatched project risk management and on time performance

APDIMA - The Omnitech Way
To its customers, Omnitech promises total commitment and attention to detail on a continuing basis. The proven way that
contributes towards this goal is the company’s proprietary "APIDMA" methodology. APDIMA is an open and flexible methodology, working on the premise of multiple customer interactions. It enables continuous interactions with the company's valued
customers - right from conceptual analysis to planning, solution designing, implementation, post implementation management
and regular audits of investment protection and ROI. APDIMA thus builds in a tremendous sense of personal attention, adding
value to the company’s services.
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